AlphaFlash®
The fastest machine-readable economic news & data
AlphaFlash delivers global market moving
macroeconomic indicators to algo traders, analysts,
asset managers, hedge funds and risk managers
operating in automated, low-latency trading
environments. It was developed using resources
from our fully accredited news agency MNI, whose
journalists have direct access to government lock-up
rooms and embargoed releases.

The US Treasury data package provides machinereadable announcements and results from US
treasury auctions. The Chicago Business Barometer
disseminates the ‘Chicago PMI’ to customers three
minutes before it is released to the media.
AlphaFlash ISM delivers the Manufacturing and NonManufacturing ISM Reports on Business. AlphaFlash
Risk Signal alerts clients of upcoming economic
releases.

Key beneﬁts
•
•
•
•

Consistently faster and more economical
than competitor products
Designed for easy direct integration into
trading algorithms
Available in data centers across the globe
More than 200 economic indicators

Global sources
These include: U.S. Departments of Labor, Treasury,
Commerce, Energy, FOMC, The Conference Board,
National Association of Realtors, Bank of Canada,
European Central Bank, Bank of England, Z.E.W.,
Institute for Economic Research IFO, German
Ministry of Economics, Eurostat, Australian RBA and
more.

Overview of AlphaFlash data packages
AlphaFlash subscribers can choose between several
data packages:
• USA Feed
• European Feed
• Canadian Feed
• US Treasury Feed
• Chicago Business Barometer (‘Chicago PMI’)
• ISM Feed
• Risk Signal Feed

Global connectivity options
Direct connectivity is available in data centers in
Equinix Chicago, CME Aurora, Equinix Secaucus (New
Jersey), Coresite Washington DC, Equinix London
(Slough), Redcentric City of London, Equinix
Frankfurt and Colt Hong Kong (previously KVH).

Discounted trial
AlphaFlash is available for a discounted 30-day trial.

The regional data packages provide important
economic indicators and releases such as central
bank interest rate decisions, employment numbers,
housing statistics, gross domestic product ﬁgures,
CPI, industrial output, money supply and more.
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